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Rating of JSC “CITIBANK” is updated  
 

June 17, 2020 the rating committee of RA “Expert-Rating” made decision to update a credit rating of JSC 
“CITIBANK” (USREOU code 21685485) at the level uaAAA according to the national scale. The bank or separate 
bond instrument with rating uaAAA is characterized by the highest solvency compared to other Ukrainian banks or 
bond instruments. Making decision to update the credit rating according to the national scale, the Agency was guided by 
the results of the analysis of financial and statistical statements of the Bank according to the results of the 2019 year, as 
well as separate forms of statistical reports of the Bank for January-April, 2020.    
 Equity and capital adequacy  

 

 

      Throughout the 2019 year and January-April, 2020 the 
regulatory capital of JSC “CITIBANK” (N1) fluctuated in 
the range UAH 1.135-1.870 bln. and demonstrated a 
multidirectional dynamics. Starting from May, 2019 the 
Bank’s N1 ratio was moving upward, and starting from 
11.07.2019 its dynamics started to demonstrate a 
relatively stable character. As of 04.05.2020 the regulatory 
capital of JSC “CITIBANK” (N1) amounted to UAH 
1.850 bln that in 9.3 times exceeded the limit value of 
UAH 200 mln, set by NBU.  
 

The Bank’s regulatory capital adequacy normative 
(N2) in the period from 02.01.2019 to 04.05.2020 
fluctuated in the range from 22,19% to 58,05%. Despite 
the uneven dynamics, the Bank’s N2 ratio on a constant 
basis with a noticeable reserve exceeded the limit value, 
set by NBU, and also was considerably higher than the 
averages of this normative on the Ukrainian banking 
system. As of 04.05.2020 the Bank’s regulatory capital 
adequacy normative (N2) amounted to 46,63%, that by 
36,63 p.p. exceeded the limit value, set by NBU. 

 
The fixed capital adequacy normative of JSC 

“CITIBANK” (N3) throughout the 2019 year and January-
April, 2020 fluctuated within the ranges from 11.10% to 
29.02%. Throughout the given analysis period the Bank’s 
N3 ratio with a noticeable reserve exceeded the limit 
value, set by NBU, and advantageously on a constant 
basis was significantly higher than the average-market 
indicators of this normative. As of 04.05.2020 the Bank’s 
N3 ratio amounted to 23,32%, that by 16,32 p.p. exceeded 
the limit value, set by NBU. 

 
The Agency also draws attention to the results of 

stress-testing of the largest Ukrainian banks, carried out 
by the National Bank of Ukraine in 2019, which 
confirmed that JSC “CITIBANK” has a sufficient level of 
provision on the N2 and N3 ratios.  
 

Therefore, as at the beginning of May, 2020 JSC 
“CITIBANK” was very well provided by the fixed and 
regulatory capital, as indicated by the Bank’s respective 
normative indicators, which in times exceeded the limit 
values, set by NBU.  

 
 
 

 



Asset structure and quality 

 

      When analyzing the asset quality of JSC 
“CITIBANK”, the Agency draws attention to the specifics 
of its operations, which mostly were concentrated on high 
liquid instruments. Thus, as of 01.01.2020 in the Bank’s 
asset structure the share of cash and its equivalents 
amounted to 24.55%, trading assets (which were fully 
represented by domestic government bonds) amounted to 
6.31%, and NBU deposit certificates and investments into 
domestic government bonds occupied the shares of 
40.83% and 10.41%, respectively. Therefore, the 82.1% of 
the assets of JSC “CITIBANK” were formed due to high 
liquid instruments, the credit risk level of which is 
minimal.  
 
      At the same time, JSC “CITIBANK” stably maintains 
the loan portfolio quality at a very high level, as indicated 
by a very low NPL share in the Bank’s loan portfolio (the 
NPL indicator is calculated by the Agency as a sum of 
loans of the fifth class to individuals and loans of the tenth 
class to legal entities). As of 01.04.2020 the Bank’s NPL 
share amounted to 1.01%, while the average NPL 
indicator on the Ukrainian banking system amounted to 
50.51%. 
 

Therefore, the asset quality of JSC “CITIBANK” 
remains at a very high level, as indicated by a great 
proportion of high liquid instruments in the asset structure 
and a very low NPL share in the Bank’s loan portfolio. 

 

Liquidity 

 

    Short-term liquidity ratio of JSC “CITIBANK” (N6) 
throughout the 2019 year and January-April, 2020 
fluctuated in the range 98.66-116.10% and demonstrated 
an upward trend, and its values on a constant basis with a 
noticeable reserve exceeded the limit value, set by NBU, 
and were noticeably higher than the averages of this ratio 
on the Ukrainian banking system. As of 04.05.2020 the 
Bank’s N6 ratio amounted to 116.10% that by 56.10 p.p. 
exceeded the limit value, set by NBU.  

 
Liquidity Coverage Ratio on all currencies (LCRac) of 

the Bank in the period from 01.02.2019 to 01.05.2020 
fluctuated in the ranges from 249.88% to 319.56%, in 
times exceeding the normative values, set by NBU. As of 
01.05.2020 the LCRac of JSC “CITIBANK” amounted to 
264.31% that in 2.6 times exceeded the limit value, set by 
NBU, at the level 100%.  

 
Liquidity Coverage Ratio in foreign currencies 

(LCRfc) of JSC “CITIBANK” throughout the period from 
01.02.2019 to 01.05.2020 fluctuated in the range 
198.60-307.03% and, as well as LCRac, in several-fold 
exceeded the limit values, set by NBU. As of 01.05.2020 
the Bank’s LCRfc amounted to 284.52% that in 2.8 times 
exceeded the normative value, set by NBU, at the level 
100%.  

 
The Agency reminds that high values of LCRac and 

LCRfc indicate the availability of the Bank’s great 
liquidity provision for covering the outflow of customer 
funds during the 30 days under crisis conditions.  

 
Therefore, in the Agency’s opinion, as at the beginning 

of May, 2020 JSC “CITIBANK” was well provided with 
liquidity, as indicated by the Bank’s respective ratios (N6, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LCRac and LCRfc), which with a noticeable reserve 
exceeded the limit values, set by NBU.  

 

Profitability of operations 

 

      According to the results of the 2019 year JSC 
“CITIBANK” received profit of UAH 2.212 bn. that by 
57.08% exceeded the Bank’s profit for the 2018 year, 
which amounted to UAH 1.408 bn. 
 

The key factor of the increase in the Bank’s profit 
became a significant increase of key items of its revenues. 
Thus, according to the results of the 2019 year compared 
to the 2018 year net interest income of JSC “CITIBANK” 
grew by 28.61% and reached UAH 1.922 bn., and the 
Bank’s net commission income increased by 82.01% up to 
UAH 310.280 mln.  

 
Therefore, according to the results of 2019 JSC 

“CITIBANK” generated a record large amount of profit 
that became the result of a systematic increase of key 
items of its revenues, and is a confirmation of success of 
the current business strategy of the Bank. At the same 
time, the Agency emphasizes once again that highly 
profitable activity is already a traditional practice for JSC 
“CITIBANK”, and also acts as one of the key factors of 
the Bank's high credit rating.   

 
Other factors  
     Verification on public databases of the State Fiscal Service showed that JSC “CITIBANK” was registered in 
authorities of the SFS and didn’t have any tax debt.  

 
JSC “CITIBANK” has support from the international financial group Citigroup. As of 31.12.2019 total assets of 

Citigroup were valued in USD 1.951 trillion, and net income of Citigroup for the 2019 year amounted to USD 19.401 
bn. Therefore, work scale, results of activity and current long-term credit ratings of Citigroup and Citibank N.A. 
indicate the fact that the Group can, if necessary, provide JSC “CITIBANK” with any required amount of support. The 
Agency repeatedly emphasizes that a general level of external support at JSC “CITIBANK” is unprecedented high.  
Generalization 
      Therefore, as at the beginning of May, 2020 JSC “CITIBANK” was very well provided with equity (fixed and 
regulatory) and liquidity, as indicated by the values of the Bank’s respective norms. JSC “CITIBANK” repeatedly 
showed its ability to generate and increase considerable volumes of revenues and profit that confirmed the success of 
the current business strategy of the Bank. Profit of JSC “CITIBANK” according to the results of 2019 year reached 
UAH 2.212 bn. that by 57.08% exceeded the Bank’s profit for the 2018 year. The asset quality of JSC “CITIBANK” 
remains at a very high level, as indicated by a great share of high-quality liquid instruments in the structure of the 
Bank's assets and the very low level of NPL in the loan portfolio.  
Disclaimer: Credit ratings of RA “Expert-Rating” is an opinion that reflects the ability of an issuer (an issue of securities) to comply with financial commitments. Credit ratings are of probabilistic 
nature, therefore cannot be a recommendation to buy or sell securities or to use the services of the issuer. When assigning and maintaining the ratings and outlooks on ratings, RA “Expert-rating” 
relies on factual information which the Agency receives from issuers and underwriters and from other sources that the Agency considers reliable. The issuer, its auditor and underwriter, as well as 
other consultants are responsible for the accuracy of the information they provide to RA “Expert-Rating” and publish according to current normative requirements. 

 


